94 corvette

Make Model Year. Vehicle History. Vehicle Listing Details. Gently driven, with a low 11, Get the
right car at the right price. You've waited a long time to drive this beast off the lot. Offers to
purchase may only be made following purchaser test drive. No Dealers. Description: Used
Chevrolet Corvette. Odometer is miles below market average! Contemporary Automotive would
like to invite you to our dealership, to view the areas largest Pre-owned inventory. Visit our
website, Most Vehicles qualify for a for a 5yr Extended Warranty!! Destination Downingtown!
Jeff D'Ambrosio the dealership you can trust! Guaranteed you will get the lowest Price from us
or we will beat it! Low Mileage! Readers Choice Best of Chester County. At Jeff D'Ambrosio our
finance department is focused on helping our customers get the right finance program at the
most competitive rates. Call now or visit us today. Leather, Targa Roof, Aluminum Wheels.
Please confirm the accuracy of the included equipment by calling us prior to purchase. Corvette
trim. Leather, Aluminum Wheels. The 28,square-foot facility sits on 9. This Dealership checks
the vehicle recall status prior to making any pre-owned vehicle available for sale. The C4
generation of Corvettes is proudly the best bang for your buck in the collectible sports car
market today. The generation evolved throughout the run and was a forward thinking car setting
several US industry firsts. The Corvette C4 came standard with an electronic dashboard with a
digital liquid crystal display dash, with graphics for speed and RPMand digital displays for other
important engine functions. The C4 represented a clean break from the previous generation of
Corvette with a completely new chassis and modern, sleeker styling. Since emissions
regulations were still changing and electronic engine management was in its infancy,
horsepower was, compared to earlier generations, low. Therefore, the primary design emphasis,
at least for the launch, was on handling and braking, with all-independent suspension with
light-weight suspension and wheels, and all new brakes with aluminum calipers. These cars
were very nimble and gave the driver a road hugging, V8 powered experience that was
unmatched by any other US produced vehicle of the time. The offered here is dressed in black
on black and shows very well and is neat and tidy throughout. The car runs like new and is
ready for its next owner. This car is sure to please and is ready for the next owner. Financing
Available. Recent Arrival! Visit Colorado's 1 Cadillac dealer and test drive this vehicle today.
John Elway Cadillac of Park Meadows is only 15 minutes from Denver and with the largest
Cadillac inventory in Colorado, why go anywhere else? Our upfront discounted Elway Price is
posted on every vehicle so that we ensure you get the best price for the best vehicle. Whether
you are looking to purchase or lease,we have terrific financing available. John Elway Cadillac or
Park Meadows is committed to outstanding customer service and we look forward to being your
Cadillac dealer serving, Denver, Highlands Ranch, Littleton, Greenwood Village, Centennial and
the surrounding areas. Call today Please call to confirm it is still available! Comes equipped
with: Air Conditioning. Here's an opportunity to buy at wholesale prices. Mechanical
Inspections may or may not have been performed on these vehicles. We are happy to share any
available information or condition that we are aware of, either from our inspection or
information conveyed by the previous owner. We welcome you to have your personal mechanic
inspect any vehicle prior to purchase. A Carfax Report is available on every vehicle for your
complete peace of mind! Snatch a steal on this Chevrolet Corvette while we have it. Roomy yet
agile, its low maintenance transmission and its trusty engine have lots of personality for a
bargain price. Tradewinds Motor Center takes pride in providing you with the best service in the
Cleveland area! Our sales representatives are very knowledgeable and exceptionally friendly!
Tradewinds Motor Center has become a staple in the Cleveland area for over 20 years!! Visit us
online All prices listed are based upon cash considerations, financing the vehicle may result in
a change of price. Prices exclude doc fees, taxes, finance charges, and any other applicable
fees. Tradewinds pricing changes based on supply, demand and market fluctuations daily. Talk
about a deal! The Upstate Chevrolet Advantage! Looking for an amazing value on a fantastic
Chevrolet Corvette? Well, this is IT! It's as fresh an example as you'll find on the market and will
still look as good as new for years to come. Come see this Chevrolet Corvette. Its transmission
and engine will keep you going. Alloy wheels, Front fog lights. Enjoy the incredible handling
with the rear wheel drive on the vehicle. It has a 5. The Chevrolet Corvette contains elegant lines
finished with an exquisite green color. This small car has an automatic transmission that
includes a manual shifting mode. Enjoy the tried and true gasoline engine in this vehicle.
Anti-lock brakes will help you stop in an emergency. Keep you and your gear out of the weather
with the installed pickup shell. Small and nimble this vehicle scoots through traffic. It offers
great fuel mileage and ease of parking. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Save
Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius.
Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year s. Type Coupe Convertible Hatchback 2.
Engine Type Gas Drivetrain Rear Wheel Drive 1, Cylinders 8 cylinders Fuel Economy. Vehicle
Listing Details Recently added listings. Listings with recent price drops. No accidents. Title

issue. New Listing. Know The Deal. Price Drop. Showing 1 - 18 out of 1, listings. Overall
Consumer Rating. Just recently purchased my 94 vette with a little over a , miles and I have to
say, I love this car. The performance, styling, handling, everything. Sign Up. Doing so could
save you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven
dealership sales and service reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to
buy and where to buy them. Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select
a used car from our massive database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you.
Once you have identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle
history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for the Used Chevrolet
Corvette. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car
buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to
make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years.
Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also
good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Check out
Chevrolet lease specials Check out Chevrolet Corvette lease specials. Popular searches. My
notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. Other years.
List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. Passenger airbag is
added. Traction control is standard. A new steering wheel and redesigned seats are added
inside. Leather upholstery is standard. Convertible gets glass rear window with defogger. ZR-1
has new five-spoke alloys. Power windows gain express-down feature for driver side. Selective
Ride Control system has softer springs. Read more. Write a review See all 30 reviews. Just
recently purchased my 94 vette with a little over a , miles and I have to say, I love this car. The
performance, styling, handling, everything. Big difference in what was considered TOP state of
the art back then and now. But all that considered, it's a very nice toy. When it's bad, it's bad
and cost a lot to fix. But, when she's good, she's excellent. Get's lots of attention. People always
commenting on how "nice" it is, even younger people. Very fast. It can keep up with the horses
for sure. I was once told that once you own one, you WILL want another. That's true!!! Read
less. I bought my 94 vette about a month ago. Always wanted one. Love the looks of the C4.
Especially with the saw blade wheels! These cars are very reasonable on price! I am so happy I
bought this!! The only problem I had is if you buy a 6 speed manual see if it still has the original
flywheel. They came with a dual mass flywheel and they go bad. GM does not make it anymore
and no one makes the same one aftermarket. So you have to buy a special one aftermarket. You
will get some light vibration under harder acceleration, not bad but not as smooth as it was
factory. The Vette I just bought had an aftermarket aluminum flywheel in it and it has a lot more
vibes when accelerating. So go with the heavier steel one and it will smooth out the drive. The
car was totally stock accept for the flywheel the previous owner put in because the dual mass
flywheel went bad. I just put in a new clutch and new 36lb flywheel and now its great. I bought
my 94 vette in the summer of with 58, miles on it and let me tell you, this baby can move. I get
compliments on it like crazy. It's a beautiful machine still and rides like it just came out of
production in Bowling Greene, Kentucky. The previous owner took good darn care of it and
trust me I'll do the same. Love this vette. See all 30 reviews of the Used Chevrolet Corvette.
Write a review. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores. People who viewed this
also viewed 5 average Rating out of 1 reviews. Sponsored cars related to the Corvette. Sign Up.
Produced from to , the C4 is one of the most popular Corvettes ever made. Chevrolet made
many C4s over the years, and their relatively low price made them a good entry-level, or starter,
sports car. The model did change over the decade-plus that it was in production, and some
have held their value in the collectors' market better than others. Chevrolet designed an all-new
Corvette in the early s, but the prototypesâ€”about 40 in allâ€”produced for the model year had
serious quality issues. Not only were those not sold to the public, but these quality issues also
delayed the subsequent production of fourth-generation Corvettes until the model year. Despite
the setback, was the second-largest production run in Corvette history , with over 51, cars
produced. Overall, C4 Corvettes make up the second-largest group after the C3, of which about ,
cars were built in that generation's year period. The design of the new generation Corvette was
distinctively different from previous models. Once you see a C4â€”with its futuristic, slightly
squared off front and back-endâ€”you'll never mistake this generation for any that came before
or since. Also worth noting is that the convertible Corvette returned in after an year absence.
Both major and minor changes were made to the C4 during its production run, and a few special
editions were also produced. The standard engine power in the C4 Corvettes ranges from
horsepower in a model up to horsepower in one built in A engine can put out horsepower. Base
Corvettes have a horsepower LT1 engine. Certain special editions such as the Callaway
twin-turbo models can generate up to horsepower. These are naturally more expensive and hard
to find. The â€” Corvettes are by far the lowest-priced 'Vettes on the market. As such,

base-model C4 Corvettes are not generally considered collectible, and it's doubtful they ever
will be. Essentially, a C4 from the '80s makes a good starting point for an enthusiast's ride, but
it is a poor investment for resale. The C4 body and frame debuted in after the quality issues of
delayed the Corvette's release. The second-largest number of Corvettes produced in any year
were produced in â€”51, cars in total. The suspension for this year was softened 25 percent
from This was also the first year that Bosch fuel injection was used. Total production for this
year was 39, The Corvette convertible reappeared this year, after an year absence. All 7, of these
convertibles were built as Indy pace car replicas. The engine and horsepower remained the
same as the previous year. Total production for this year was 30, cars, 10, of those convertibles.
The V8 c. To celebrate Chevrolet's 35th anniversary, a special anniversary edition of the C4 was
produced in , 22, in total, with about 7, as convertibles. No change was made to the engine or its
horsepower. The 6-speed manual transmission made its debut in the C4. Even though there
were no changes to the engine or its power, Chevy still increased their prices. Chevrolet also
made ABS and driver's side airbag standard equipment in the model. Total production was 23,,
with 7, of those convertibles. Only minor changes were made between and The one-millionth
Corvette was made in and the horsepower in the base V8 c. Total production was 20, The last
year of the C4 is as significant as the first. A collector's edition was also made available as
Chevrolet marked the final year of the C4 body and frame. Jeffrey Zurschmeide. He has
authored 12 books on various automotive topics. Updated November 28, Looking for parts for
your C4 Corvette? Well you came to the right place, Corvette Guys carries a slew of Corvette
products that will keep your C4 rolling in first class style. Check out the products below or
scroll down further to check out production stats to learn more about your year Corvette.
Modifications to the Corvette were minimal this year with the addition of two new colors Copper
Metallic and Admiral Blue. The other change that Chevy made to the Corvette was to modify the
fuel injector timing to match the firing order, resulting in a smoother idle. All Corvettes also
began using RA refrigerant in their air conditioning units - a more environmentally friendly fluid
compared to the previous coolant of R The convertibles also got the addition of a glass window
in there top with a built-in defroster, a step up from the old plastic window. FREE U. Ground
Shipping On All Orders! FREE Shipping! Close Filter. Brand corsa performance. Average rating
0 0 0. Recently viewed. Complement your interior with a shift boot that matches. Color-correct
shift boots are available for Automatic or Manual Shifters. Clean up the grunge look and add a
highly polished appearance under your hood. Our Chrome Accent Components are made with
pure copper plated in sparkling, high-polish chrome and polished Corsa Corvette Exhaust : 3.
This axle-back exhaust The MXS 5. Fully automatic microprocessor controlled charger with
built-in automatic temperature sensor features a unique combination of advanced charging
modes and makes Comes with Vac N Blow is the perfect size, small enough to handle with ease
yet large enough All rights reserved. Close Your cart. Compare Wishlist. Set an alert to be
notified of new listings. Now showing page 1 of 3. Browse Category. Search Tools. Set an Alert?
Dealership Showcased. Very well maintained car owned by a local customer. We know roads
this C4 traveled. Spectacular Chevrolet Corvette ZR-1 comes to us from a local customer. This
car has not been s Polo Green Metallic ex Admiral Blue exterior, Black Rose Metallic ex Auction
Vehicle. This Chevrolet Corvette has a sleek black style, some cool style upgrades, and the
control of Power Steering and Brakes. Power Operated Retractabl Refine Search? Also be sure
to view results in. This Chevrolet Corvette convertible 50th Anniversary Edition has just under
29k actual miles and is powered by an LS1 5. Finished in Anniversary EditionRed with a tan
cloth soft top over a shale leather interior, the car was originally sold in New Jersey and later
resided in both Maryland and Pennsylvania before being relocated to Florida beginning in
Equipment includes an electronic driver information center, head-up display, and independent
suspension with active handling. Sign up for our daily newsletter. Get Newsletter. Get our app.
Help Center. About ClassicCars. Contact Us. Our Sponsors. Business Advertisers. Career
Opportunities. Read The Journal. Privacy Policy. All other trademarks are the property of their
respective owners. Our Awards x. This prestigious accolade represents the continued growth of
the company, and ClassicCars. The Stevie Awards, the world's premier business awards
recognized ClassicCars. In The Journal, brought to you by ClassicCars. C4 Corvettes are -- by
nature -- performance machines precision engineered to offer their drivers the power and
handling that real auto enthusiasts demand. This type of driver may well be interested in
customizing their car, and the modifications they are most likely to undertake are those that
help the vehicle perform better. Getting more oomph out of a Corvette can be as simple as
changing out one critical part, or it can involve a complete replacement of entire systems,
depending on the abilities and desires of the car's owner. C4 Corvette Smooth Intake Coupler.
Status: Available. C4 Corvette Cooling Fan Switch. C4 Corvette Air Intake Housing. C4 Corvette
Accelerator Cable. C4 C5 Corvette Shock Simulators. C3 C4 Corvette Thermostat - Degree. C3

C4 Corvette Automatic Transmission Cooler. C4 Corvette Rebuilt Rear Differentials. DEI 36in x
40in Heat Screen. Not for Sale. Y-Block Fitting - Size Options. JLT Oil Separator 3. Performance
parts for a car like the Vette is a fairly inclusive category. It covers everything from the air intake
to the exhaust system
2012 dodge avenger belt diagram
free downloadable car repair manuals
pt cruiser repair
, including things like heat shield and cooling ducts as well as control chips, MAFs and other
sensors and even regulators. Upgrade and relocation kits and heavy duty parts to help the
Corvette apply its substantial muscle are all easily available performance modifications.
Replacement of the throttle and parts associated with it also fall into this category. Finding the
right part for a specific modification can be involved. The component must be manufactured for
the specific make and model of car for which it is intended, and in some cases it must be
appropriate for a particular option package. To find the parts you need to give your to era
Corvette a performance boost, consult with experts like the staff at Corvette Mods, who know
the best ways to improve any aspect of the car's functionality. Try your questions on them via
telephone, email or snail mail, and take the first steps toward unleashing your Corvette's true
power. Browse By Category. My Account. Top Sellers. Select Brand.

